PHOTO-ESSAY: YORKVILLE

TOMORROW

SHOULD BE OURS
In the historic village of Yorkville much is
changing. New glass and steel sky-high
condominiums are rising up to pierce the sky
against long-fought innovations that privileged the
amalgamation of old and new while maintaining
horizontality and uniformity in landscape. The
counterculture movement that turned a village on
the outskirts of town into the bustling height of
luxury has given way to increased density,
verticality, and the ultra-exclusive lifestyle.

A STUDY OF
ARCHITECTURE IN
SPACE AND TIME

FOR TODAY’S FLANEUR, any visit to the city of Toronto is best
begun in Yorkville. Not only is the history rich but so is the
commerce. The neighbourhood sits nestled atop the downtown
core. Running north from Bloor Street only as far as Davenport
and going east from Avenue Road to Yonge, the once-quaint
Victorian village is home to luxury fashion retailers like Dolce and
Gabbana, Prada, Hermes, and Gucci, as well as Canadian and
design icons Harry Rosen, Holt Renfrew, and Stollery’s. Many of
Toronto’s finest dining establishments and bistros also feature
prominently throughout Yorkville: One Restaurant, Sotto Sotto,
Sassafraz, Pangea, Remy’s and Il Posto are top of the list for
Toronto’s frequently visiting celebrities.
The area also boasts some of the most bold, exciting—and
controversial—architectural developments in the city, which
remains continually fascinating given the neighbourhood’s long
history. Situated in rural country north of the early city of Toronto,
the residential neighbourhood was founded in 1830 by Toronto
entrepreneurs Joseph Bloore and William Botsford Jarvis. By
1853, the population reached 1,000 and the Village of Yorkville
was incorporated.
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The 1960‘s brought exciting cultural change to
Yorkville, and with it came new architectural
challenges. The countercultural revolution found
itself a home in the coffeehouses, bars, and
bookshops, cementing a community of Canadian
literary innovators including Margaret Atwood,
Gwendolyn MacEwen, and Dennis Lee.
Yorkville’s attraction to celebrities began in the
1960’s, particularly thanks to the most famous
site of all: The Riverboat Coffeehouse, located at
134 Yorkville. The coffeehouse is long-defunct
and the building now gone, but the memory

lingers on; the venue provided an intimate space
for hippies to gather and experience the music
of Arlo Guthrie, Simon and Garfunkel, Howlin’
Wolf, John Lee Hooker, Ritchie Havens, as well
as rising Canadian stars like Joni Mitchell, Neil
Young, and Gordon Lightfoot. Today, 134
Yorkville is invisible, lost to new development and
contemporary trends. On the site of the old
Riverboat Coffeehouse one finds the exclusive
Hazelton Hotel. But the trend to gutting the old in
favour of new height and density is a recent
development, signaling a marked shift from the
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Heliconian Hall, home
of the Toronto
Heliconian Club since
1909, still stands
proudly in Victorian
splendor against an
increasingly glass sky

1960’s ethos that favoured blending old and new. One of the most
significant example of this is York Square, which rests adjacent to
Hazelton Lanes on Avenue Road (see page opposite).
In 1968 architects Jack Diamond and Barton Myers chose to do
something new when they wrapped Victorian houses along Avenue
Road in a modernist façade. This design decision set in motion a new
philosophy in architectural redevelopment in Toronto, one that is always
being challenged as commercial forces drive decisions that,
increasingly, favour building from the ground-up.
Ironically, York Square is now no exception. First Capital Realty
purchased the neighouring Hazelton Lanes mall in 2011, with plans to
upgrade, and re-modernize the already modernist architecture. Empire
Communities and Greybrook Realty commissioned Richmond
Architects for the design of a new 35-storey condominium to replace
the Diamond and Myers-designed stores. Soon the Victorian elegance
of red brick and the modernist sensibility of horizontality leading along
Avenue Road will be replaced by a new towering glass structure, given
the address 140 Yorkville Avenue.
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A simulated façade:
Modern home
furnishings retailer
Pottery Barn looms on
site of the old
University Theatre

One of the best ways to experience Yorkville is on foot—although
bicycles are increasingly popular along Toronto’s city streets, and the
streets of Yorkville are no exception. On a late October stroll, the streets
of Yorkville show no signs of slowing with the seasons. The leaves have
changed colour and fallen to the ground but the planters still sport
cheerily landscaped florals. Like any bustling hot-spot, Yorkville
maintains its cachet throughout the year. However, seasonal changes
are evident in the fashions and actions of Yorkville residents. As minis
and heels give way to knee-length coats, minis and heels, so do the
buildings themselves shift climes. Indoor pools are drained into the
street, large funnel of water pouring out into drains.
In the 1960‘s new commercial developments brought new commerce
into Yorkville and high fashion took precedence over average retailers.
The Eaton Centre had not yet been built so the opportunity existed for a
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site for luxury commerce. With these developments, various
pressures have exerted influence over the demolition of heritage
buildings in the area. Surviving buildings include the Yorkville
Public Library, now in its 110th year. Located on the north side of
Yorkville near Yonge Street, close to the modern Toronto
Reference Library (itself the subject of recent remodeling).
Walking down Hazelton Avenue one cannot miss the Heliconian
Hall, home of the Toronto Heliconian Club at 35 Hazelton Avenue.
Founded in 1909, the club maintains its original mandate to
support women in the arts and letters. Important to this mission is
the provision of space for women to meet socially and exchange
ideas. Originally a church, the building dates back to 1875 and
continues to retain the spiritual charm in its original structure.
Also worth seeing on your bicycle or pedestrian tour of Yorkville is
the old firehall, built of yellow brick from the original Yorkville
Brickyards. Designed by S. H. Townshend in 1876, Yorkville
Firehall #312 is a rare and beautiful sight located at 34 Yorkville
Avenue.
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Under Construction:
One Bloor, the highlyanticipated luxury
condominium located
at the intersection of
Yonge and Bloor

Perhaps one of the most interesting architectural histories, however, is
found at 100 Yorkville Avenue, the current home of Teatro Verde, a
boutique retailer of upscale home and lifestyle furnishings. This
residential-retail building’s facade was previously the home of the
original Mount Sinai Hospital.
Established in 1923 as the Hebrew Maternity and Convalescent
Hospital, it was conceived and fundraised by four Jewish immigrant
women who campaigned for nine years to raise funds to buy a
building. When opened, the hospital employed every Jewish doctor in
the city; none of whom would be employed elsewhere.
From Yorkville Avenue, stroll down to 115 Cumberland Street and
discover the lovely Village of Yorkville Park. Here in this converted
parking lot, trees rise amidst group seating, creating a canopy of
foliage providing a shady resting place for one to stop along one’s
journey. Adjacent one finds a giant granite boulder whereupon locals
sip lattes and text or speak into their cell phones. It is the perfect spot
for people-watching, or for considering how much one has left to spend
on their credit cards.
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View of Yonge and
Bloor at twilight,
looking south down
Yonge Street towards
Lake Ontario

On Bloor Street, the modern home furnishings retailer Pottery Barn
embodies the value of retaining the existing old and making it new as it
bears an image of the original building façade. Opened in 1939, the
University Theatre was once one of the premiere movie cinemas in all
of Canada, and certainly the largest of cinemas in Toronto. Torn down
in 1986, following great dispute, the original façade was left standing to
be incorporated into a new architecture. However, years of delay
caused decay resulting in the façade ultimately being torn down. The
appearance of the original façade continues the philosophy of retaining
elements of past design and incorporating these elements into new
architecture, albeit in the form of a costly replica.
While the threat of total demolition is always present, Toronto is largely
recognized for architectural innovations that blend old and new, most
particularly in recent times with the recent additions and expansions to
the Royal Ontario Museum, AGO, and OCAD. In fact, as the city itself
expands and urban density increases, the notion of building upwards is
becoming more than a trend; as populations increase globally and new
waves of migration bring increased commerce and communities to
Toronto, the trend towards upward mobility becomes somewhat of a
survival necessity.
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Nowhere was the shift toward urban density more persuasively argued
than in Bruce Mau’s landmark 2004 AGO exhibition, Massive Change.
As the exhibition catalogue by Bruce Mau with Jennifer Leonard and
the Institute Without Boundaries states: “Density offers hope: With
nearly half of the world’s population living in cities, density is
increasingly becoming the global condition. The denser we make our
cities, the more we can sustain ecosystems.”
Last vestige of the past:
Albert Britnell’s longstanding Book Shop
signage remains,
surrounded by the new
currency: fast food and
coffee.

“TOMORROW SHOULD BE OURS” reads the sign affixed to a high-rise
building in Yorkville. Visible from various viewpoints, the statement
raises questions of origin and purpose, commanding attention like a
Jenny Holzer billboard in New York, NY. In the context of Yorkville,
Toronto, and the recent explosion of condominium and commercial
architecture, the implicit question may be considered: for whom?
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